Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) recently provides an appealing way to alleviate the drifting problem in visual tracking. Following the tracking-by-detection framework, an online MILBoost approach is developed that sequentially chooses weak classifiers by maximizing the bag likelihood. In this paper, we extend this idea towards incorporating the instance significance estimation into the online MILBoost framework. First, instead of treating all instances equally, with each instance we associate a significance-coefficient that represents its contribution to the bag likelihood. The coefficients are estimated by a Bayesian formula that jointly considers the predictions from multiple randomized MILBoost classifiers. Next, we incorporate the estimates within a new boosting procedure for more effectively selection of weak classifiers. Experiments with challenging public datasets show that the proposed method outperforms both existing MIL based and boosting based trackers.
INTRODUCTION
Tracking-by-detection has emerged as a leading approach for accurate and robust visual tracking [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . This is primarily because it treats tracking as a detection problem, thereby avoiding modeling object dynamics especially in the presence of abrupt motions [10] and occlusions [11] . Tracking-by-detection typically involves training a classifier to detect the target in individual frames. Once an initial detector is learned in the first frame, the detector will progressively evolve to account for the appearance variations in both the target and its surroundings.
It is well known that accurate selection of training samples for the detector updating is rather significant for a success- ful tracking-by-detection method. One common approach for this is to take the current tracking location as one positive example and use the samples collected around the location for negatives. While this simple approach works well in some cases, the positive example used for detector updating may not be optimal if the tracking location is slightly inaccurate. Over time this will degrade the performance of the tracker. In contrast, many methods [1, 5, 6 ] use multiple positive examples for updating, where the examples are sampled from a small neighborhood around the current object location.
In principle, the latter updating scheme should be better because it exploits much more information. However, as reported in existing literature, it may confuse the appearance model since the label information about the positives is not precise. Therefore, it may cause difficulties in finding an accurate decision boundary. Consequently, a suitable algorithm needs to handle such sort of ambiguities in training data, especially in the positive ones. Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [12] can be exploited to achieve this goal, since it allows for a weaker form of supervision to learn with instance label uncertainty. For example, recent advances in object detection [13, 14] demonstrate that MIL is able to largely improve the detection performance. Inspired by these applications, Babenko et al. [2] propose an online MILBoost approach to address the ambiguity problem in visual tracking. Along with this thread, Zhang et al. [3] propose an online weighted MIL tracker, and Bae et al. [15] introduce structural appearance representation into the MIL based tracking framework. In general, MIL enables these approaches to deal with slight appearance variations of the target during tracking, in which case, most instances in the positive bag are relatively close to a true positive. However, the trackers may fail in case of strong ambiguity, e.g., motion blur, pose change, etc.
To address this gap, in this work, we follow the online boosting framework in [6] and propose a novel formulation of MILBoost for visual tracking. The central idea behind our approach is learning the significance of instances, which we call significance-coefficients, and incorporating them into the bag likelihood to guide the selection of weak classifiers in boosting. In particular, we begin by building a group of randomized MILBoost learners, and each provides its estimates for the instances being positive. Assuming that the learners are independent, we show that the significance-coefficients can be easily estimated through a Bayesian formulation. Further, we introduce a variant of bag likelihood function based upon the significance-coefficients for the selection of weak classifiers.
PROPOSED APPROACH
In the following, we first review the standard online multiple instance boosting method for tracking [2] and analyze its underlying limitations. This analysis motivates then our new extension, which allows for an accurate appearance model able to cope with diverse complex tracking scenarios.
Online Multiple Instance Boosting
Recently, Babenko et al. [2] propose a novel online boosting algorithm for MIL (online MILBoost) to address the example selection problem for adaptive appearance model updating in tracking. In particular, given a training data set {(X 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (X n , y n )} in current frame, where a bag X i = {x i1 , . . . , x im } and y i ∈ {0, 1} is its label, as well as a pool of M candidate weak classifiers H = {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h M }, MILBoost sequentially chooses K weak classifiers from the candidate pool based upon the following criterion:
where
is the loglikelihood over bags, and
h i is the strong classifier consists of the first k − 1 weak classifiers. Note that L is the bag likelihood rather than instance likelihood used in traditional supervised learning approaches, and p i indicates the probability of bag i being positive, which is defined by the Noisy-OR model:
and p(y i |x ij ) = σ(H(x ij )) is the instance probability where
1+e −x is the sigmoid function. Note that the Noisy-OR model in Eq. 2, which is used to account for ambiguity, holds an assumption that all instances in a bag contribute equally to the bag likelihood. It is imprecise because according to the MIL formulation, a positive bag contains at least one positive instance, but it may also contain many negative ones. Clearly, the model in Eq. 2 cannot identify the true positives in the positive bags. While [3] mitigates this problem using a weighted MILBoost method, we observe that slight inaccuracies in tracking results will lead to inaccurate weights, thereby degrading the tracking performance. Furthermore, not only is the likelihood model too restrictive, but also one single MILBoost is not flexible enough for capturing the multi-modal distribution of the target appearance.
Significance-Coefficients Estimation
The previous analysis motivates our extension of standard MILBoost to a more robust model so that it can handle various challenging situations. Here we aim to integrate the instance significance into the learning procedure. Note that our method is essentially different from [3] because we in this work determine the instance significance discriminately rather than simply weighting the instances according to Euclidean distances between the instances and the object location.
In particular, we begin with training N learners:
where H i denotes a randomized MILBoost classifier learned in Sec. 2.1, and the randomization is obtained by sampling different negative examples for each learner. Then, for each instance x ij , its significance-coefficient r ij is jointly determined by the predictions of the learners:
where y ij denotes the label of x ij . Assuming that the randomized MILBoost classifiers are conditional independent, we can rewrite the above formulation as:
Note that we also have p(
, then the above formulation is equivalent to:
where p(y ij ) is the prior indicating the probability that x ij is positive, i.e., y ij = 1, and p(
Eq. 7 has two characteristics in computing the significancecoefficients: 1) if the predicted probability p(y ij |H k ) is larger than the prior p(y ij ), the significance of x ij will be enhanced; 2) considering the multiplicative part N k=1 p(y ij |H k ), each predicted value can be viewed as imposing a weight to other predictions. This intuitively benefits the significance estimation procedure.
Given the significance-coefficients of all instances in a positive bag, we follow the underlying philosophy of MIL to estimate the bag significance:
It should be noted that in MIL, ambiguity only exists in the positive bags. Hence, we only estimate the significancecoefficients for instances in the positive bags, but fix the significance of negative instances to r ij = 1, thus r i = 1.
Refinement of Online MILBoost
As introduced before, the Noisy-OR model is not precise because it does not take the instance significance into account. We now extend the Noisy-OR model in Eq. 2 to the following:
The novel exponent term enables us to integrate the instance significance into Eq. 2. In particular, the instance x ij is equivalent to repeat α rij ri times in the bags, and α is a constant that denotes the possible maximal repetition number for the instances. In fact, in our experiments, we set α = 1 for the negative bags so that Eq. 9 is equivalent to Eq. 2, and empirically set α = 3 for the positive bags to incorporate instance significance.
Next, we develop an extended log-likelihood function over the bags as:
Given the new log-likelihood function, we train a boosted classifier of weak learners as in [2] :
This is similar to the procedure in Eq. 1, except that we use a novel likelihood function L e instead of L for weak classifier selection. Finally, we obtain a strong classifier H e used as our discriminant appearance model.
Weak Classifiers
In this work, each object bounding box is represented using a set of Haar-like features [16] . Each feature consists of 2 to 4 rectangles, and each rectangle has a real-valued weight. Thus, the feature value is a weighted sum of the pixels in all the rectangles. For each Haar-like feature f k , we associate it with a weak classifier h k with four parameters (μ 1 , σ 1 , μ 0 , σ 0 ):
where p t (f t (x)|y = 1) ∼ N (μ 1 , σ 1 ) and similarly for y = 0. Note that the above equation establishes with a uniform prior assumption, i.e., p(y = 1) = p(y = 0). Following [2] , we update all the weak classifiers in parallel when new examples { (x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , (x n , y n )} are passed in:
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the learning rate. The update rules for μ 0 and σ 0 are similarly defined. Note that our randomized MILBoost learners Φ and the new classifier H e share the pool of candidate weak classifiers, as well as the updating rules.
Tracking Algorithm
In this section, we summarize our tracking algorithm. Without loss of generality, we assume the object location * t−1 at time t − 1 is given. 1) We first crop out some image patches X γ = {x : (x) − * t−1 < γ} as the positive instances, and other ones X β = {x : γ < (x) − * t−1 < β} as the negative instances, where (x) denotes the location of patch x , γ and β are two scalar radius (measured in pixels). 2) Given the training examples, we learn a group of randomized MILBoost classifiers Φ as well as an improved MILBoost classifier H e . 3) At time t, we crop out a set of image patches X s = {x : (x) − * t−1 < s} where s is a small search radius. 4) The object location * t is ultimately obtained by:
) is the appearance model. For other frames, our tracker repeats the above procedure to capture the object locations.
EXPERIMENTS Datasets and Comparison Methods
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm thoroughly, we perform experiments on nine public sequences with different challenging properties. The total number of frames we tested is more than 9000. We compare the method against 6 state-of-the-art algorithms, including 4 boosting-based (MIL [2] , WMIL [3] , OAB [6] , and SBT [17] ) and 2 others (ASLA [18] and PCOM [19] ). For fair comparison, we run the source codes provided by the authors with default parameters. Setup Our tracker is implemented in MATLAB and runs at 15 frames per second on a 2.93GHz Intel Core i7 CPU. In the experiments, the search radius s is set to 25 pixels, and the scalars γ and β are set to 4 and 50 respectively. For the negative image patches, we randomly select 200 patches from X β . Then, Φ and H e are online updated using only 50 of 200 negative patches. The number of randomized MILBoost classifiers is set to Φ = 3, and the learning rate in Eq. 13 and Eq. 14 is fixed to γ = 0.85. between the tracking results and the ground truth. Tab. 1 summarizes the average CLEs and VORs of all the seven trackers on the nine videos. We can see that our tracker outperforms all boosting-and MIL-based trackers in these challenging sequences. This is mainly because the multiple randomized classifiers enable us to capture the complex multi-modal distribution of the target appearance. Besides, our bag likelihood function is more accurate than the previous algorithms.
Qualitative Evaluation: We evaluate the abilities of our method in dealing with various challenging factors, and the results are illustrated in Fig. 1 
CONCLUSION
Inspired from the recent success of multiple instance learning (MIL) in tracking, we proposed a novel algorithm that incorporates the significance-coefficients of instances into the online MILBoost framework. Our approach consists of two steps: (i) significance-coefficients estimation via a Bayesian formulation based on the predictions given by the randomized MILBoost classifiers, and (ii) a flexible scheme for incorporating the instance significance into the objective function of online MILBoost. In the experiments, we evaluate our method on several publicly available datasets and the results show its better performance.
